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背景
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üSMILE-3の科学観測に向けて
• 有効面積：5倍
• 点源分解能：数度

àSMILE-2+@豪州のさらなる詳細解析もできる

Ø解析方法の側面から、点源分解能の向上を目指す

詳細は次の津田の講演にて



ETCC望遠鏡と点源分解能
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the electron-tracking Comp-
ton camera. The ETCC consists of a gaseous electron tracker
as a Compton-scattering target and the position-sensitive
scintillation cameras as the absorbers for scattered gamma-
rays.

To detect Crab nebula with the significance of 3–5�158

during a few hours in the energy band of 0.2–2 MeV159

at the altitude of 40 km, we need an ETCC having160

an e↵ective area of ⇠1 cm2 for 0.3 MeV and the PSF161

of ⇠30 degrees for 0.6 MeV at the half power radius162

(HPR). Figure 1 shows the schematic view of SMILE-2+163

ETCC. A good material for a Compton-scattering target164165

should have a high electron-density for a high Compton-166

scattering probability and a low atomic-number for sup-167

pression of photoabsorption. For this purpose, the elec-168

tron tracker of SMILE-2+ ETCC has a sensitive vol-169

ume of 30 ⇥ 30 ⇥ 30 cm3 filled by an argon-based bas170

(Ar : CF4 : iso C4H10 = 95 : 3 : 2 in pressure ra-171

tio) with the pressure of 2 atm. We adopted a time172

projection chamber (TPC) using a µ-PIC (Ochi et al.173

2001; Takada et al. 2005) and a gas electron multiplier174

(Sauli 1997; Tamagawa et al. 2006) having the insulator175

of 100 µm liquid crystal polymer, because the ETCC176

needs the three-dimensional precise electron tracks for177

the gamma-ray reconstruction. The readout pitch of this178

tracker is 800 µm, since two adjacent readout-strips of179

µ-PIC were combined to one preamplifier for reducing180

the power consumption. The energy resolution of the181

tracker in the whole volume is 45.9% for 0.043 MeV182

(GdK↵) at FWHM. As the gamma-ray absorber, we183

Figure 2. Cross section view (left) and photograph (right)
of SMILE-2+ system. Upper and lower half part are the
ETCC and the control system, respectively.

use GSO (Gd2SiO5:Ce) pixel scintillator arrays (PSAs),184

which consists of 8 ⇥ 8 pixels with a pixel size of 6 ⇥ 6185

mm2. The thickness of GSO scintillator is 26 mm and186

13 mm at the bottom and side of the electron tracker,187

respectively. For the e�cient absorption of the scattered188

gamma-rays, we placed 36 PSAs at the bottom and 18189

PSAs at each side of the tracker, so that the number190

of scintillation pixels is 6912 pixels. As the photo read-191

out, we adopted the 4-ch charge division method with192

the resistor network (Sekiya et al. 2006) and the multi-193

anode photo multiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics,194

flat-panel H8500). The energy resolutions of the bottom195

and the side PSAs are 13.4% and 10.9% for 0.662 MeV196

at FWHM, respectively. The pixel scintillator arrays are197

placed in the TPC vessel, whereas the scintillators of the198

previous ETCC including SMILE-I were placed at the199

outside of the vessel. Total number of readouts are 768200

ch for TPC and 432 ch for PSAs. The data acquisition201

system of SMILE-2+ is almost same as that of SMILE-II202

(Mizumoto et al. 2015), which is the middle-size ETCC203

prototype, but we adopted the giga-bit Ethernet link in-204

stead of the VME bus for the fast data transference. At205

the top of TPC vessel, there is a plastic scintillator with206

the thickness of 5 mm for reducing the triggers by the207

charged particles.208

The SMILE-2+ ETCC is put above the control sys-209

tem, as shown in Fig. 2. The control system has one210211

CPU for communication with the balloon control sys-212

tem, two CPUs with 1 TB SSDs for data acquisition, a213

trigger control unit described in Mizumoto et al. (2015),214

four high voltage units for the TPC, a power manage-215

ment system with DC/DC converters, and the lithium216

batteries. SMILE-2+ also has a GPS receiver, an at-217

mospheric pressure gauge, two clinometers, and three218

geomagnetic aspect meters (GAs) for the measurement219

of the gondola attitude, but there is no feedback system220

for the attitude control. The accuracy of posture mea-221

surements is less than 5 degrees. Total power consump-222

ü ETCC検出器は１ガンマ線事象ごとに到来方
向決定が可能

Angular Resolution Measure (ARM):
コンプトン散乱角の決定精度

Scatter Plane Deviation (SPD):
散乱方向を軸とする散乱平面の決定精度

SMILE2+のETCC検出器

電子飛跡

ü 点源分解能(PSF)を決定する二つの要素

Ø PSFの向上には、
SPDの改善が必須

The wide spread of the PSF for poor SPD resolutions and
conventional CCs is due to the normalization of the probability
on the arc and annulus (Section 5), which is necessary to keep
the background level statistically similar for any SPD
resolution, including an annulus. Maximum Likelihood
Expectation Maximization (ML-EM) has been used in CCs to
compensate for the spread and sharpen the PSF of gamma-ray
sources from the background (Schönfelder et al. 1993; Wild-
erman et al. 1998; Bandstra et al. 2011). When the statistics of

the signals are ideal, ML-EM can extract the maximum signal
as determined by the effective area and PSF (ARM resolution).
However, even with ML-EM, it is difficult to reproduce
statistically poor signals from a huge background with the
uncertainty at the similar level as the signal. We also note that
an inherent risk of introducing artifacts for such background-
dominated data should not be underestimated, particularly in
MeV gamma-ray astronomy. Thus, conventional CCs have
looked to detect signals for bright celestial objects only, for
which the ML-EM works optimally. However, moderate-
intensity objects, whose flux was judged to be sufficient to
allow detection, based on the sensitivity estimated from the
effective area and PSF, actually turned out to be difficult to
detect due to the breakdown of the ML-EM method. On the
other hand, ML-EM would function well for an ETCC, thanks
to its sharp PSF and low background. More fundamentally, the
sensitivity would be determined solely by the effective area and
the PSF, and supplemental tools, such as ML-EM, only serve to
improve the significance by several factors by applying some
constraints.
Considering all that, how would a better SPD resolution be

attained, using the present technology of the ETCC? In the
present detector technology, a gaseous TPC with a micro-
pattern detector provides very accurate 3D tracking for
electrons in the energy range from keV to MeV. Even a
high-resolution CCD with a 10 μm pixel pitch and 2D tracking
has been reported to provide an SPD resolution of only ∼200n
FWHM for ∼100 keV for 2D tracking (Vetter et al. 2011). We
have just begun the detailed study of the 3D reconstruction of
recoil electrons in the gas of the ETCC, and expect to be able to
improve the uncertainty of the Compton-scattering point from
the current ∼8 mm down to a few millimeters. This will
improve both the SPD and ARM resolutions to about a half of
the present value and to the calculated value in Figure 5,
respectively.
The selection of the gas for the TPC is the most important

factor for the performance of the ETCC. In general, a scatterer
of CCs should provide a large cross-section of Compton
scattering, while also having a small cross-section for photo
absorption to minimize the background. In addition, a small
diffusion constant and small multiple scattering for the recoil
electron are very important for the ETCC. All of the
requirements above can be met with CF4 gas in the ETCC.
Then, we are planning to use a 3 atm CF4 gas in the next
version of the ETCC. CF4 gas has a large Compton-scattering
cross-section due to the large number of electrons per molecule
(44), while simultaneously suppressing the photo-absorption
cross-section, which is proportional to Z5 in the Born
approximation (with the atomic number Z = 9 for F). Its
diffusion constant is smaller than that of Ar gas. Hence, it is
possible to develop a larger TPC with a drift length greater than
50 cm, where a positional error at the MPGD due to the
fluctuation of the centroid of the diffusive drift-electron cloud
over a 50 cm drift length is estimated to be ∼150 μm in a 3 atm
CF4 gas.
Furthermore, with the use of CF4, the SPD resolution, which

is the most important parameter for the ETCC, is expected to be
improved in the following reason. For pressurized gas, the
multiple scattering angle is proportional to the product of
√(pressure) and √(track range). Whereas the multiple scatter-
ing angle per length of CF4 is similar to that of Ar gas
(Figure 10), dE/dx is 3 times larger, and the diffusion constant

Figure 10. Dependence of the multiple-scattering angles of a recoil electron
along the length of the track from the scattering point in Ar and CF4 gases with
varying electron energies, where the normal pressure is assumed for both gases.
The circle, square and triangle are the root mean square of SPD resolutions of
200n (before improvement), 90n and 45n from Figure 8(d), respectively. The
hatched region corresponds to the SPD resolutions expected by fine track
sampling of 400 μm pitch with a fine fitting.

Figure 11. Cumulative ratio in the PSF for gammas from a point source as a
function of its angular radius for several SPD resolution and two ARMS; pastel
red and black lines are the ARM resolutions of 2n and 5n, respectively, and
solid, dotted, dashed and dot–dashed lines are conventional CC, SPD
resolutions of 5n, 25n, and 100n, respectively.

10

The Astrophysical Journal, 810:28 (12pp), 2015 September 1 Tanimori et al.

~30度~5度

662keV

PSFとARMとSPDの関係

T. Tanimori, Apj(2015)

PSF(HPR)
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SMILE2+のETCC検出器

電子飛跡

ü SPDを特徴づける二つのパラメータ: 
散乱点と電子の反跳方向

Ø ガスμTPCで得られた飛跡情報から算出される

Micro Pixel Chamber (μ-PIC)

ü 個々のピクセルでガス増幅(max ~15000)
ü ピクセル間隔：400μm (SMILE2+では800μm)
ü ストリップ型読み出し
ü アノードとカソードで時間のコインシデンスによって
3次元飛跡を再構成可能

2次元ガスイメージング検出器

μ-PICの構造 30cm角μ-PICの実物写真

400μm
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ü μ-PICで得られる情報àアノード・カソード平面のTOTイメージ

ü 従来の再構成方法: TOT-Skewness法
• 電荷(TOT)の偏り(Skewness)から散乱点を決定

• タイムウォークを考慮して、時間コインシデン
スをとることで飛跡を再構成し、直線フィット
によって方向を決定

channels and any one of their hits is used as the trigger. In this trigger mode, the absolute
z position is not measured, but only the relative position is measured. The self-trigger
mode is used otherwise mentioned in this thesis. The other is “external-trigger mode”,
for a measurement using a 252Cf source. The signal of a prompt gamma ray or a neutron
from 252Cf detected by a plastic scintillator set nearby the source is used as a trigger. In
this mode, the absolute z position of the tracks are measured. The drift velocity and the
angular resolutions are measured with the external-trigger mode. Two types of DAQ-
mode for “track” data with a different measured parameters as listed in Table 4.2 were
used for this work. DAQ-mode5 records the addresses and time-over-threshold (TOT)
of all strips with a hit in each event. The TOT is the time between rising and falling
edges crossing the threshold, which roughly corresponds to the deposited energy on the
individual strips. as shown in Figure 4.7.

Table 4.2: The list of the DAQ mode.

DAQ-mode mode1 mode5

x-y online-coincidence required not required
strip address to record at each clock Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax all

time over threshold (TOT) not take take

clock
vo

lta
ge

threshold

Time-Over-Threshold
(TOT)

rising edge falling edge

Figure 4.7: The schematic image of time-over-threshold (TOT). Blue line shows the waveform
of a strip.

DAQ-mode5 with self-trigger mode is used for the dark matter measurements and
calibrations unless otherwise mentioned. DAQ-mode1 records the data reduced in size
by taking x-y coincidence and limiting the number of output addressed for the “track”
information. The dead time of DAQ-mode1 was thus shorter than that of DAQ-mode5
and DAQ-mode1 is used for the external-trigger mode. For “charge” information, analog
signal of 768 cathodes are amplified and grouped down to 8 channels, then these wave-
forms are recorded by a 100 MHz FADC. Half of the channels (4 channels) is used for low

51

𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 	 ∑ *+*,× .,/0.1 23
,

4

TOTの概念図

アノードTOTイメージ カソードTOTイメージ

コインシデンス点
再構成方向 ※水色点、青矢印はポンチ絵

X (mm) Y (mm)

Z
(m
m
)

Z
(m
m
)

Geant4による電子飛跡のシミュレーション
0.8mmピッチ
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角度誤差とエネルギー依存性

θerr
True_vec

シミュレーション

従来解析のSPD分布

258°(FWHM)

Ø 従来の解析方法ではSPD=260度で留まっている
Ø 他の精度の高い再構成方法を模索する
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ü 画像認識は機械学習が得意
• 手書き数字(MNIST)の識別正答率99%以上

ü 物理学の分野への応用も盛ん
• KaggleとCERNが共同でコンペを開催(2018)
• MicroBooNE実験のCNN(畳み込みニューラルネットワークを
使った粒子識別、Phys. Rev. D 99,092001(2019)

• ガスPIXEL検出器の電子の反跳方向をCNNで決定、NIM A 
942(2019) 162389

ü GPUの価格もリーズナブルに

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/image-classification-on-mnist

GTX 1660Ti
5.5 TFLOPS
~30,000円

出典: https://aiimpacts.org/2019-recent-trends-in-gpu-price-per-flops/#easy-
footnote-23-2316

MNISTのデータ

à試してみた
GPUの価格の変化

https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification



機械学習(深層学習)の流れ
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n 畳み込みニューラル
ネットワーク(CNN)

36クラス
の分類×2

n 入力 n 出力

36

n 入力
• Geant4で56万の電子の飛跡(5-200keV)をシミュレーション
• 電気回路の応答をエミュレート
• 150×300pixel@5-50keVのTOTイメージ図の作成
• 1pixel = 0.8mm(μ-PICストリップ幅)×0.38mm(ドリフト速度×10ns)



機械学習(深層学習)の流れ
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n 畳み込みニュー
ラルネットワー
ク(CNN)

36クラス
の分類×2

n 入力 n 出力

36

n 畳み込みニューラルネットワーク(CNN)
• Keras(2.3.1)/Tensorflow(2.1.0)を使用
• 多クラス分類に使用される一般的なネットワークを使用

• (畳み込み層・プーリング層)×4 + Dropout層
• 損失関数: 交差エントロピー
• 24万のパラメータ

• 訓練データ56万イベントをミニバッチ学習

• 使用したGPU: GTX 1660Ti
• 6GBメモリ、1536コア、1.5GHz
• 1試行(epoch)あたり10秒(左の
ネットワークで)



機械学習(深層学習)の流れ
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n 畳み込みニュー
ラルネットワー
ク

36クラス
の分類×2

n 入力 n 出力

n 出力
• ソフトマックス関数で活性化
• アノード・カソード画像の角度を36等分した
確率分布が得られる

36

10°

※今回は方向のみ学習・予測 X(orY) 

Z



学習経過
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θerr
True_vec

50-100 keV

Ø 従来法と比べて精度が向上、1.7倍@50-100keV
Ø ~50度@75keVはシリコン(Si)の30μmの飛跡の多重散乱相当

• 機械学習によって再構成された散乱方向と真の散乱方向の間の角を誤
差角度として評価

機械学習

従来法

多重散乱
原理限界

エネルギー依存性
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• Geant4で662keV(137Cs)のガンマ線のシミュレーション

662 keV

反跳電子のエネルギー依存性

機械学習

従来法94° (FWHM)

258°(FWHM)

662 keV

Recoil Energy 5-200keV

Ø 従来法に比べて、SPDが2倍以上改善@662keV
Ø SMILE2+検出器のデータでも、CNNを使った解析は有効な手段

FW
H
M

多重散乱
原理限界
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the electron-tracking Comp-
ton camera. The ETCC consists of a gaseous electron tracker
as a Compton-scattering target and the position-sensitive
scintillation cameras as the absorbers for scattered gamma-
rays.

To detect Crab nebula with the significance of 3–5�158

during a few hours in the energy band of 0.2–2 MeV159

at the altitude of 40 km, we need an ETCC having160

an e↵ective area of ⇠1 cm2 for 0.3 MeV and the PSF161

of ⇠30 degrees for 0.6 MeV at the half power radius162

(HPR). Figure 1 shows the schematic view of SMILE-2+163

ETCC. A good material for a Compton-scattering target164165

should have a high electron-density for a high Compton-166

scattering probability and a low atomic-number for sup-167

pression of photoabsorption. For this purpose, the elec-168

tron tracker of SMILE-2+ ETCC has a sensitive vol-169

ume of 30 ⇥ 30 ⇥ 30 cm3 filled by an argon-based bas170

(Ar : CF4 : iso C4H10 = 95 : 3 : 2 in pressure ra-171

tio) with the pressure of 2 atm. We adopted a time172

projection chamber (TPC) using a µ-PIC (Ochi et al.173

2001; Takada et al. 2005) and a gas electron multiplier174

(Sauli 1997; Tamagawa et al. 2006) having the insulator175

of 100 µm liquid crystal polymer, because the ETCC176

needs the three-dimensional precise electron tracks for177

the gamma-ray reconstruction. The readout pitch of this178

tracker is 800 µm, since two adjacent readout-strips of179

µ-PIC were combined to one preamplifier for reducing180

the power consumption. The energy resolution of the181

tracker in the whole volume is 45.9% for 0.043 MeV182

(GdK↵) at FWHM. As the gamma-ray absorber, we183

Figure 2. Cross section view (left) and photograph (right)
of SMILE-2+ system. Upper and lower half part are the
ETCC and the control system, respectively.

use GSO (Gd2SiO5:Ce) pixel scintillator arrays (PSAs),184

which consists of 8 ⇥ 8 pixels with a pixel size of 6 ⇥ 6185

mm2. The thickness of GSO scintillator is 26 mm and186

13 mm at the bottom and side of the electron tracker,187

respectively. For the e�cient absorption of the scattered188

gamma-rays, we placed 36 PSAs at the bottom and 18189

PSAs at each side of the tracker, so that the number190

of scintillation pixels is 6912 pixels. As the photo read-191

out, we adopted the 4-ch charge division method with192

the resistor network (Sekiya et al. 2006) and the multi-193

anode photo multiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics,194

flat-panel H8500). The energy resolutions of the bottom195

and the side PSAs are 13.4% and 10.9% for 0.662 MeV196

at FWHM, respectively. The pixel scintillator arrays are197

placed in the TPC vessel, whereas the scintillators of the198

previous ETCC including SMILE-I were placed at the199

outside of the vessel. Total number of readouts are 768200

ch for TPC and 432 ch for PSAs. The data acquisition201

system of SMILE-2+ is almost same as that of SMILE-II202

(Mizumoto et al. 2015), which is the middle-size ETCC203

prototype, but we adopted the giga-bit Ethernet link in-204

stead of the VME bus for the fast data transference. At205

the top of TPC vessel, there is a plastic scintillator with206

the thickness of 5 mm for reducing the triggers by the207

charged particles.208

The SMILE-2+ ETCC is put above the control sys-209

tem, as shown in Fig. 2. The control system has one210211

CPU for communication with the balloon control sys-212

tem, two CPUs with 1 TB SSDs for data acquisition, a213

trigger control unit described in Mizumoto et al. (2015),214

four high voltage units for the TPC, a power manage-215

ment system with DC/DC converters, and the lithium216

batteries. SMILE-2+ also has a GPS receiver, an at-217

mospheric pressure gauge, two clinometers, and three218

geomagnetic aspect meters (GAs) for the measurement219

of the gondola attitude, but there is no feedback system220

for the attitude control. The accuracy of posture mea-221

surements is less than 5 degrees. Total power consump-222
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ü ETCC検出器の点源分解能(PSF)向上にはSPDの改善が必須
ü Keras/Tensorflowを使って畳み込みニューラルネットワークを構築、電

子の反跳方向を学習させた

• 56万の学習データをMCシミュレーションで作成
• アノード・カソードTOTイメージを入力

• 36クラス分類で評価

ü 反跳方向誤差は従来に比べて1.7倍改善、~50度@50-100keV

ü SPDは2倍以上改善、~94度@662keV
ü 今後、実データについても試行予定



バックアップ
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方向一様性の図
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• 50-100keVの電子ビーム一様照射シミュレーション、20000イベント
• 再構成方向分布

機械学習 従来法(TOT-Skewness)
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Deep learning

3

Figure 1. Schematic view of the electron-tracking Comp-
ton camera. The ETCC consists of a gaseous electron tracker
as a Compton-scattering target and the position-sensitive
scintillation cameras as the absorbers for scattered gamma-
rays.

To detect Crab nebula with the significance of 3–5�158

during a few hours in the energy band of 0.2–2 MeV159

at the altitude of 40 km, we need an ETCC having160

an e↵ective area of ⇠1 cm2 for 0.3 MeV and the PSF161

of ⇠30 degrees for 0.6 MeV at the half power radius162

(HPR). Figure 1 shows the schematic view of SMILE-2+163

ETCC. A good material for a Compton-scattering target164165

should have a high electron-density for a high Compton-166

scattering probability and a low atomic-number for sup-167

pression of photoabsorption. For this purpose, the elec-168

tron tracker of SMILE-2+ ETCC has a sensitive vol-169

ume of 30 ⇥ 30 ⇥ 30 cm3 filled by an argon-based bas170

(Ar : CF4 : iso C4H10 = 95 : 3 : 2 in pressure ra-171

tio) with the pressure of 2 atm. We adopted a time172

projection chamber (TPC) using a µ-PIC (Ochi et al.173

2001; Takada et al. 2005) and a gas electron multiplier174

(Sauli 1997; Tamagawa et al. 2006) having the insulator175

of 100 µm liquid crystal polymer, because the ETCC176

needs the three-dimensional precise electron tracks for177

the gamma-ray reconstruction. The readout pitch of this178

tracker is 800 µm, since two adjacent readout-strips of179

µ-PIC were combined to one preamplifier for reducing180

the power consumption. The energy resolution of the181

tracker in the whole volume is 45.9% for 0.043 MeV182

(GdK↵) at FWHM. As the gamma-ray absorber, we183

Figure 2. Cross section view (left) and photograph (right)
of SMILE-2+ system. Upper and lower half part are the
ETCC and the control system, respectively.

use GSO (Gd2SiO5:Ce) pixel scintillator arrays (PSAs),184

which consists of 8 ⇥ 8 pixels with a pixel size of 6 ⇥ 6185

mm2. The thickness of GSO scintillator is 26 mm and186

13 mm at the bottom and side of the electron tracker,187

respectively. For the e�cient absorption of the scattered188

gamma-rays, we placed 36 PSAs at the bottom and 18189

PSAs at each side of the tracker, so that the number190

of scintillation pixels is 6912 pixels. As the photo read-191

out, we adopted the 4-ch charge division method with192

the resistor network (Sekiya et al. 2006) and the multi-193

anode photo multiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics,194

flat-panel H8500). The energy resolutions of the bottom195

and the side PSAs are 13.4% and 10.9% for 0.662 MeV196

at FWHM, respectively. The pixel scintillator arrays are197

placed in the TPC vessel, whereas the scintillators of the198

previous ETCC including SMILE-I were placed at the199

outside of the vessel. Total number of readouts are 768200

ch for TPC and 432 ch for PSAs. The data acquisition201

system of SMILE-2+ is almost same as that of SMILE-II202

(Mizumoto et al. 2015), which is the middle-size ETCC203

prototype, but we adopted the giga-bit Ethernet link in-204

stead of the VME bus for the fast data transference. At205

the top of TPC vessel, there is a plastic scintillator with206

the thickness of 5 mm for reducing the triggers by the207

charged particles.208

The SMILE-2+ ETCC is put above the control sys-209

tem, as shown in Fig. 2. The control system has one210211

CPU for communication with the balloon control sys-212

tem, two CPUs with 1 TB SSDs for data acquisition, a213

trigger control unit described in Mizumoto et al. (2015),214

four high voltage units for the TPC, a power manage-215

ment system with DC/DC converters, and the lithium216

batteries. SMILE-2+ also has a GPS receiver, an at-217

mospheric pressure gauge, two clinometers, and three218

geomagnetic aspect meters (GAs) for the measurement219

of the gondola attitude, but there is no feedback system220

for the attitude control. The accuracy of posture mea-221

surements is less than 5 degrees. Total power consump-222
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40-50keV
電子シミュレーション

Red: ラベルとの誤差 (34deg)
Blue: 真の方向との誤差 (55deg)
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